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Abstract: The transformation of our energy system toward zero net CO2 emissions correlates with
a stronger use of low energy density renewable energy sources (RES), such as photovoltaic (PV)
energy. As a source of flexibility, distributed PV systems, in particular, are oftentimes installed in
combination with battery storage systems. These storage systems are dispatchable, i.e., controllable
by the operating owners, who can thereby take over an active market role as energy prosumers.
The particular battery operation modes are based on the individual prosumer decisions, which, in
turn, are strongly affected by the regulatory framework in place. Regulatory frameworks differ from
country to country, but almost all regulatory frameworks feature a network charge mechanism, which
allocates network infrastructure and operating costs to the end customers. This raises the question
of the extent to which different network charges lead to different prosumer decisions, i.e., battery
operation modes, and thus different energy system configurations (system costs). In order to evaluate
this question we apply (a) a fundamental linear optimization model of the energy wholesale market,
which we stringently link to (b) an analysis of peak-coincident network capacity utilization as well
as (c) an evaluation of the complete costs of energy for prosumers and consumers. This stringent
cycle of analysis is applied to two prototypical network allocation schemes. We demonstrate that
network allocation schemes that are orientated to peak-coincident network capacity utilization could
both better incentivize a distribution network-oriented behaviour and better share financial burdens
between prosuming and purely consuming households than would be the case for volumetric
network charge designs. This paper further demonstrates that network-oriented battery operation
does not, per se, result in optimal RES integration at the wholesale market level and CO2 emissions
reduction. To identify effects from increasing sector integration, an analysis is both performed for
a setting without and with consideration of widespread e-mobility. As a broader conclusion, our
results demonstrate that future regulatory frameworks should have a stronger focus on prosumer
integration by means, among other things, of an adequate network charge design reflecting the
increasingly distributed nature of our future energy system.

Keywords: prosumers; regulatory framework; grid charge mechanisms; energy system modeling

1. Introduction

The shift from a conventional, centralized electricity production to a more distributed
generation of electricity brings numerous distributed stakeholders into play who evolve
from passive energy consumers to active market participants (prosumers) (Parts of this
paper were originally presented at the 1st IAEE Online Conference; see [1]. However, this
manuscript provides a substantial extension of results, analysis and conclusions over the
conference proceedings paper, including a comprehensive overview of the state of the
art, consideration of different prosumer penetration ratios, and analysis of the impact of
widespread e-mobility. Sections that have been adopted from [1] are explicitly identified
in this paper. The introduction section itself is adopted in parts from [1]). Distributed
PV power systems, in combination with controllable flexibility elements such as battery
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storage units, are expected to play a major role, in particular. While prosumer storage
capacities can provide a necessary source of needed flexibility in general, in reality, these
flexibilities oftentimes operate inflexibly for individual profit maximization. In principle,
three prototypical battery operation modes can be distinguished as follows:

1. Distributed flexibilities can operate for individual profit maximization, depending on
the regulatory framework. This oftentimes equals self-consumption maximization;
scope of analysis: n = one household;

2. Distributed flexibilities can operate (distribution) network-beneficially, reducing peak-
coincident network utilization; scope of analysis: n = tens to hundreds of households;

3. Distributed flexibilities can operate market beneficially to leverage portfolio effects
for optimal RES integration at the wholesale market (system) level; scope of analysis:
n = thousands to millions of households.

In principle, prosumer households could have direct market access and participate
individually and independently in the energy market. Another option is that several
prosumer households join together to form (virtual) prosumer associations, energy co-
operatives, or the like. In both cases, the prosumer behaviour is strongly driven by the
specific policy instruments in place. Among these instruments, network charges play a
crucial role in view of re-financing network operation and infrastruture costs. For reg-
ulatory frameworks with volumetric network charges, profit maximization oftentimes
results in self-consumption (SC) maximization. However, from a system perspective, SC
maximization by means of predetermined prosumer heuristics results in overall flexibility
reduction, potentially burdening both the distribution network and the wholesale mar-
ket; see [2]. The basic idea of our research approach is to analyze these effects for two
exemplary network charge mechanisms. The novelty value of this study consists in a fully
stringent consideration of individual end-user effects (energy bills), local network aspects
and global system (wholesale market) impacts. This way, our approach combines the
analysis of social needs (e.g., allocation of network costs), the analysis of technical aspects
(e.g., peak-coincident network capacity utilization), and the analysis of system effects (e.g.,
RES market integration at the wholesale market level).

1.1. Previous Works

The relevant existing literature for this study can be divided into three groups. The first
group of studies deals with the general theory of network charge design and/or analyzes
particular network cost allocation mechanisms in view of individual end-consumer aspects.
The second group of studies analyzes local distribution network aspects in the presence
of high shares of distributed prosumer generation. The third group of studies takes on
a system perspective to evaluate the impact of distributed prosumer generation at the
(wholesale) market level.

1.1.1. General Theory of Network Charge Design and Individual Aspects

Network charges fulfill different functions in the energy system; most importantly:

• As their primary objective, network charges are the instrument of re-financing network
operation and infrastructure to guarantee fixed-cost recovery;

• Moreover, network charges can constitute a steering element for the system-beneficial
operation of flexibilities. System-beneficial operation may involve both grid- and
market-oriented behaviour, which could coincide, but could also conflict. In other
words, network charges should ideally provide an efficient, economic signal to end
users in the system.

An overview of the existing network charge mechanisms of selected European coun-
tries is provided by [3], for instance. Studies such as [4,5] provide a more conceptual
overview of existing network charge mechanisms. The latter classifies network charge
mechanisms into three clusters: nodal marginal methods (nodal marginal pricing), rolled-in
methods via postage stamp and mean participation factors, and embedded methods based
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on power flow analysis, such as MW-mile methods. These methods are not necessarily
mutually exclusive but can come in combinations. Ref. [6], for instance, discusses that
nodal marginal pricing is not able to recover the full network costs in reality and evaluates
a combination of locational marginal pricing and rolled-in methods. The authors study
mean participation factors as a particular rolled-in method, based on a cost causality (or
“extent of use”) principle. The basic idea is to allocate complementary network costs (i.e.,
the remaining part of the network costs after marginal network pricing) to system users
according to their individual contributions to each line flow of the network. This method
has been considered or finally applied in reality, albeit only sporadically. One important
and widely used (e.g., in the ENTSO-E) alternative is volumetric network charges, i.e., fixed
charges per unit energy transmitted via the public grid. They belong to the class of postage
stamp methods (i.e., the network charge is independent of the actual electricity transmis-
sion distance). Their widespread use is also due to their technical simplicity. However,
the problem with volumetric network charges is that they do not properly comprise cost
causality; see [7], for instance. This is due to the fact that grid infrastructure, in particular,
is not based on marginal costs; i.e., the individual avoidance of grid charges does not result
one-to-one in overall lower grid costs. Further analysis of rolled-in network charges is
provided by [8], who evaluate different exogenous network charge mechanisms (equal
sharing, allocation by electrical distance, zonal cost allocation) for a consumer-centric
peer-to-peer market framework, illustrated on a 39-bus system. This paper demonstrates
that relatively simple (and transparent) exogenous cost allocation mechanisms can, in
principle, incite a network-beneficial prosumer behaviour. The earlier mentioned MW-mile
method is the first of the power flow-based pricing strategies that considers the actual
network use; see [9]. The core idea is to allocate transmission costs per line length of
transmission and per power flow per line. This method encourages an efficient network
use; however, it is complicated to realize, as it requires multiple power flow calculations.
Further improvements of this method could also consider the load quality, distinguishing
between reactive and active power. Moreover, one could also base the method on current
flows instead of power flows; see [10]. Ref. [11] analyzes uniform marginal prices (as
opposed to locational marginal prices), which they derive from a maximum social welfare
condition on the basis of a 42-bus test distribution network. They demonstrate that such
uniform, but time-varying, prices can send efficient signals to end customers to optimize
grid operation (e.g., high peak load prices). This study is relevant for our analysis in that
we will take on the concept of peak-load pricing; however, we will add a consideration of
system effects and allocation aspects between different customer groups.

A couple of studies have a particular focus on the impact of prosumers on network
tariffs. Studies such as [7,12] discuss the problem of cross subsidies from consumers to
prosumers with volumetric network charges. Ref. [7] discusses that volumetric network
charges can lead to cross subsidies, which burden consuming (when we use the term
consumers/consuming households, we refer to non-prosuming households throughout the
manuscript) households in the presence of self-consuming prosumers. This is a direct result
from the option of prosuming households to cover a part of their electricity demand by their
own PV production (SC), which is exempt from regulatory cost allocations such as network
charges. As a consequence, total network costs are allocated to fewer households (or, to
be precise, there is a lesser amount of energy withdrawn from the grid), leading to higher
specific, and in the case of consuming households also higher absolute, network charges.
Ref. [12] specifically analyzes the effect of widespread distributed generation on network
tariffs in the context of cost allocation between different costumer groups of prosuming and
consuming households. The authors demonstrate that volumetric tariffs in combination
with prosumer net metering can rise significantly with increasing PV penetration due
to the above-mentioned effects. Consequently, the authors conclude that such network
tariffs do not properly reflect cost causality originating from load- and PV-driven costs.
Ref. [13] further analyzes equity issues between prosumers and consumers by means of
a non-cooperative game for the network cost recovery in view of different rate designs
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including volumetric and capacity-based network charges. All of these studies provide
valuable insights regarding the design of different network charges on their local impacts.
However, they do not (aim to) analyze system level effects to a full extent; i.e., simulation
or optimization is restricted to the local grid.

1.1.2. Analysis of Local Distribution Network Systems with High Distributed Generation

A range of studies analyze local distribution networks, in many cases on the basis of
specific n-bus systems. Ref. [14] provides a review of the impacts of high PV penetrations
in low voltage distribution networks, including a discussion of several (mostly technical)
mitigation techniques. Amongst other methods, they discuss distributed battery storage
systems, which can be operated for load leveling (energy is stored in a battery when grid
power exceeds load demand and vice versa), arbitrage mode (energy is purchased at
off-peak and utilized during peak hours) or export curtailment mode (excess PV generation
is stored into battery storage). However, given the status of a review paper, the authors do
not provide an actual system analysis to determine in what way the different operation
modes could actually contribute to network stress reduction—which we address in our
paper. Ref. [15] provides a range of technical tools and methodologies to investigate the
steady-state as well as dynamic impacts of widely spread distributed PV generation on
the distribution network, such as reverse power flows and voltage fluctuations. Ref. [16]
evaluates the impact of distributed battery storages on low-voltage distribution networks,
especially in view of inverse power flows. The authors demonstrate that there is a conflict
of interests between distributed battery owners and network operators. They demonstrate
that for certain inflexible storage operation strategies, which aim at SC maximization,
high stress is induced on the distribution network. This is a consequence of high feed-in
peak times, which occur when peak PV generation meets batteries already fully charged.
When batteries are operated to absorb peak generation, the distribution network can be
relieved, however, at the cost of lower individual SC. Ref. [17] analyzes voltage stability
for residential customers in distribution networks with high small-scale grid-connected
PV penetration. According to their analysis of a local 13-bus system network, voltage
instability typically occurs for PV penetration levels ≥40% The authors also investigate the
impact of distributed battery storage systems, demonstrating that batteries can maintain
voltage stability in general. However, reduction of voltage instability crucially depends
on the local positioning of the batteries within the network. Again, the mentioned papers
provide valuable insights regarding the impact of distributed generation and battery
storage. However, the authors do (a) not provide a full system perspective to determine in
what way the battery operation modes impact the wholesale market, and (b) do not fully
evaluate the individual end customer costs of electricity and allocation aspects between
different end-user groups.

1.1.3. Analysis of System Impacts

A third group of studies analyze system-level impacts in the presence of high pro-
sumer shares. Ref. [18] analyzes different aspects of alternative network charge designs,
modelling both customer bill and system operational costs. In particular, they compare
volumetric network charges with a design that includes peak-coincident network capacity
charges (EUR/kW) and Ramsey-like allocation of the residual network costs (e.g., fixed
charges per customer in EUR/user). They argue that a design based on peak-coincident
network capacities constitutes an efficient ideal approach, in that such a design incites
the network users to relieve the grid, in contrast to volumetric charges, which incite SC
maximization. On top of this, their suggested design avoids direct interference with energy
prices [EUR/MWh] and therefore minimizes economic distortion effects. They demonstrate
that this approach both leads to the lowest end customer bill and leads to the greatest
reduction of marginal system costs. This paper is of special importance for us in that we
apply the suggested construction of capacity charges to our closed-loop analysis. Energy
cooperatives, such as those analyzed by [19], could represent a particularly interesting level
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of aggregation and could play an important role for effective prosumer integration into
the energy system. Another approach to combine the individual household and system
perspectives is provided by the authors of [20], who analyze the role of electric SC in view
of distinct levels of aggregation. The authors demonstrate by means of an energy supply
system optimization that self-sufficiency at the individual household level is economically
favorable only at decent degrees (around 30%). At higher aggregation level (≥560 house-
holds), however, full self-sufficiency could be economically advantageous. The authors
conclude that this is a consequence of system-oriented battery operation in combination
with profile smoothing effects, such as a reduction in demand fluctuation and reduction
of peak loads. However, these studies are limited in that the system analyses crucially
depend on exogenous model assumptions such as exogenous time series of wholesale
market prices. Moreover, quantification of distributional effects between prosuming and
consuming households is missing. Finally, ref. [21] reviews a total of 359 studies that deal
with system modelling of decentralized energy autonomy. The authors conclude that (a)
studies generally lack an evaluation of the impact of autonomous systems (such as pro-
sumers striving for SC maximization) on the surrounding system and (b) local stakeholders
need to be considered methodologically. Both aspects are crucial parts of this paper and
will be focused on in the following.

1.2. Our Contribution

The aim of our analysis is to study the impact of high shares of energy prosumers
under consideration of two different network charge mechanisms. The first mechanism,
volumetric network charges, is representative for a widespread status quo, whereas the
second mechanism, peak-coincident capacity network charges, represents a potential
future scheme in order to integrate distributed PV and battery systems more efficiently. The
novelty value of this manuscript lies in the simultaneous consideration of end-consumer
effects, distribution network effects, and wholesale market effects under the realistic
depiction of relevant regulatory aspects of the electricity retail market. According to our
knowledge, such an integrated view of network charges has not yet been carried out. Key
questions to be answered in this study are:

• Individual stakeholder level: In what way do certain network charge mechanisms
contribute to distributive justice, e.g., fair allocation of costs among prosuming and
consuming households?

• Distribution network level: In what way can certain network charge mechanisms
contribute to steer network-beneficial, i.e., grid-relieving, behaviour?

• Wholesale market level: In what way do local distribution network relief (e.g., re-
duction of peak-coincident network capacity utilization) and global wholesale market
benefits (e.g., optimal RES integration) coincide or conflict?

2. Materials and Methods

This study’s approach involves establishing a closed-loop analysis of prosumer battery
operation and an analysis of the resulting full costs of electricity (FCOE) (The following
materials and methods section is taken from [1] and slightly adapted and complemented).
Additionally, the process includes an analysis of network capacity utilization and a study of
the resulting total system costs. These are examined using a fundamental linear optimiza-
tion model for the three flexibility operation modes (denoted by 1, 2, 3 and further defined
in the following sections; see Figure 1). For the FCOE analysis, the study applies quarter-
hour household profiles on the basis of real generated measured data. This is a key feature
of this study and is in contrast to several other studies that apply synthetic, and already
aggregated, household profiles for electric demand and PV production. The FCOE contain
the levelized cost of energy (LCOE: annualized fixed and variable costs of energy) and
regulatory network charges under the consideration of two different allocation schemes.

• Volumetric network charges
• Peak-coincident network capacity charges; as detailed by [18]
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Both prosumer and consumer (residual) load profiles are aggregated at the distribution
network level under consideration of simultaneity effects. The resulting aggregated residual
load profiles per distribution network node are quantified to measure the distribution
network (thermal) stress level that is induced through different prosumer behaviors (i.e.,
different battery operation modes).

Figure 1. Workflow of analysis; encircled “1” denotes the starting point of analysis, corresponding to the respective battery
operation mode (1, 2, or 3).

Finally, the residual load profiles are further smoothed to generate aggregated whole-
sale market profiles. These residual load profiles enter a linear optimization model of
the electricity market, which minimizes the total system costs. Each battery operation
mode leads to a different residual load profile at the wholesale market level and thus to a
different system optimum. In this analysis we focus on three prototypical battery operation
modes, namely:

• Operation mode 1: Objective: Maximize prosumer SC. In this case, the battery is
operated according to a static, predetermined prosumer heuristic, which ensures a
maximum consumption of self-produced electricity;

• Operation mode 2: Objective: Release distribution grid. The battery is, again, op-
erated in order to maximize prosumer SC. In this case, however, SC maximization
is implemented as a linear optimization problem with a grid-releasing constraint in
order to reduce peak-coincident network capacity utilization;

• Operation mode 3: Objective: Minimize system (wholesale market) costs. In this case,
the battery is operated market-beneficially, i.e., the battery reacts fully flexibly to the
real-time wholesale market price signal.

Instead of looking at individual prosumer households with direct market access,
one could also consider the association of several households into energy cooperatives.
This bundling of decentralized flexibilities would, in a sense, form an intermediate level
between the individual households and the wholesale market. Even though such energy
cooperatives would partially enable different battery operation modes than considered in
this paper, the general distinction between individual optimization (either at the individual
household or the cooperative level), grid orientation and wholesale market orientation
remains valid.
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2.1. Battery Operation Mode 1: Maximization of Prosumer Self-Consumption
2.1.1. Battery Operation

The rationale behind battery operation mode 1 is to maximize prosumer SC. Generally,
there is a countable set of algorithms that can accomplish this objective. In this manuscript,
an algorithm is used that is referred to as “chronological charging”; see [2]. This algo-
rithm promotes the use of self-produced electricity whenever possible, either directly for
momentary consumption or indirectly for charging the prosumer battery. A pseudocode
is provided in Appendix A (Algorithm A1), with variable and parameter descriptions
provided by Table 1. This algorithm can be interpreted as the canonical implementation
of SC maximization. Regarding the data input, the electric load profile is provided by
measured data of a single-family household in the German city Düsseldorf with a temporal
resolution of 15 min; see [22,23]. The PV production profile is provided by a PV plant in
the Stuttgart area with a temporal resolution of 15 min.

Table 1. Summary of the used variables and parameters for the prosumer battery storage operation.

Description Unit Value Source

Variables

f i Feed-in of (surplus) PV production [kW] Output -
gs Grid load [kW] Output -
BattFillLevel Fill level of battery [kWh] Output -

Parameters

ResLoad Prosumer load—PV production [kW] Exogenous time series [22,23]
TimeRes Time resolution of modelling [h] 0.25 Model parameter
BattPower Battery discharging power [kW] 3 Assumption
BattCharging Battery charging power [kW] 3 Assumption
BattContent Maximum battery storage content [kW] 6 Assumption

Further data

DemandElec Annual electricity demand [kWh] 4000 Assumption
FLH PV full load hours [h/a] 1050 Assumption
N Number of households [MN] 40 Assumption

The outputs from this algorithm are time series for the prosumer grid supply, gs(tn),
and feed-in, f i(tn), which can be consolidated in one time series, referred to as the prosumer
residual load (throughout this paper, the notion of residual load refers to the residual load
after battery operation, to be distinguished from ResLoad = prosumer load − prosumer PV
production) and denoted by RL(tn), as shown in Equation (1).

RL(tn) = gs(tn) + f i(tn) (1)

Next, one can evaluate the prosumer and consumer FCOE. The FCOE contain the
annualized PV and battery investment costs (for prosumers), the (wholesale) market costs,
and network charges, as depicted in Equation (2).

FCOE = cinv · xinv︸ ︷︷ ︸
investment costs

+ λ · (GS−MVF · FI)︸ ︷︷ ︸
market costs

+ f (...) · cnetwork︸ ︷︷ ︸
network costs

(2)

In this equation, cinv represents the specific investment cost vector including PV and
battery investment costs with parameters set as shown in [2], whereas xinv contains the
installed PV and battery capacities; see Table 1. λ represents the average (wholesale) market
price (In general, λ follows as a dual variable of the load coverage restriction as model-
endogenous output. In this study, we consider a (constant) mark-up of 120 EUR/MWh on
top of the wholesale market price which is, in particular, high enough to enable prosumers
to refinance their investments into PV entirely through the market price); GS and FI
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stand for the annual amounts of energy withdrawn from the grid (GS: annual grid supply;
GS = ∑n gs(tn)) and fed into the grid (FI: annual feed-in; FI = ∑n f i(tn)), respectively.
The market value factor MVF accounts for the actual PV wholesale market value and is
assumed to be 50% in this study. The last term in Equation (2), cnetwork, represents the
specific network costs (either per kWh in the volumetric case or per kW in the case of peak
capacity charges); see Section 2.1.3. Elsewhere, f (. . . ) is specified in the following chapter
as either a function of the volume (volumetric network charges) withdrawn from the grid
or as a function of the peak-coincident power withdrawn from or fed into the grid (peak
capacity charges).

2.1.2. Network Utilization

Next, this study quantifies the resulting peak-coincident network capacity utilization—
that is, the stress level induced at a distribution network node through the respective
prosumer battery operation. In this analysis, this is performed using a stylized approach
under certain assumptions and simplifications, namely:

• The assumption of a radial distribution network topology;
• The consideration of thermal stress on components only, neglecting other aspects,

such as voltage unbalance or the like; see [24], for instance. That is—we only consider
the network resistance R, neglecting its reactance X and phases, which seems to be
justified by usually high R/X ratios in distribution grids; see [14], for instance.

• The use of prototype (residual) load profiles. That is, rather than aggregating multiple
real generated measured profiles, in this study we use one single load profile and one
single PV profile as the starting point and account for simultaneity effects in a separate
analysis step as described in the following paragraphs. This is a strong simplification—
however, for our purposes, we are only interested in the relative change of the maxima
of the aggregated residual load resulting from different battery operational modes.
This purpose seems to be attainable by our approach.

To be precise, this study assumes n households to be connected to a network node,
of which a share of ρ are assumed to be prosumers and a share of 1− ρ are assumed to
be traditional consumers. To quantify the actual residual load on the network node, one
must first smooth the sharp prosumer and consumer household (residual) load profiles
(consumer residual load RLCons = consumer load), as described in the next paragraph,
denoted by a bar in this paper, to account for simultaneity effects. Second, the smoothed
prosumer and consumer profiles (RLPros, RLCons) are superposed according to their re-
spective penetration ratios, resulting in the actual network node residual load RLNode; see
Equation (3) and Figure 2.

RLNode(t) = n · (ρ · RL(t)Pros + (1− ρ) · RL(t)Cons) (3)

Profile smoothing is performed using Gaussian smoothing (also referred to as Gaus-
sian blur in other fields, such as image processing). It begins from a given (sharp) initial
residual load profile and generates further residual load profiles by shifting the initial
profile values to the left and right (in the temporal dimension). For the aggregation, shift
probabilities are weighted by a Gaussian normal distribution, as shown in Equation (4).

RL(t0) =
∫ ∞

−∞
RL(t) · 1√

2πσ2
· e−

(t−t0)
2

2σ2 dt (4)

The maximum power peak of the aggregated residual load profile is usually lower
than the sum of the maximum power peaks of the individual residual load profiles. The
ratio of these two quantities is referred to as the simultaneity factor, g, which is a function
of the number of profiles n that are aggregated, g = g(n). In other words, the simultaneity
factor quantifies by how much the aggregated profile is smoother than the non-aggregated
profile. In the literature, there are numerous (partly contradictory) theoretical and empirical
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derivations of the functional dependency of g(n). In the following, we refer to [25],
according to which the n-dependency of the simultaneity factor is given by Equation (5).

g(n) = g∞ + (1− g∞) · 1√
n

(5)

Applying σ =
√

n, Figure 3 demonstrates that the applied Gaussian smoothing is
indeed in asymptotical accordance with the theoretical functional 1/

√
n dependency; see

Appendix B for further details. For the distribution network level, we use σ =
√

n ∈
{7; 10; 14}, formally corresponding to n ∈ {49; 100; 196} households per node.

Wholesale
market

Non-prosumer
households

Grid
node

Prosumer
households

R X

Figure 2. Schematic sketch of distribution network analysis. Sharp single-household load and
production profiles from prosuming and consuming households result in smoothed residual load
profiles on the distribution network node, taking into account simultaneity effects. Electrical energy
is then further transferred via transformers to the transmission grid. Total supply and demand within
the wholesale market zone exhibit further profile-smoothing portfolio effects.

Figure 3. Comparison of simultaneity factors resulting from Gaussian smoothing and theoretical
values with g∞ = 0.2.
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2.1.3. Network Charges

In this study, we evaluate the effect of two different network cost allocation schemes:
volumetric (network consumption based) network charges (VNC) and peak-coincident
network capacity utilization charges (CNC). For the construction of the VNC, we apply
the same approach as detailed in [2]. This is, the absolute amount of annualized grid
infrastructure and operation cost is allocated to the end customers per energy withdrawn
from the grid; see Equation (6).

VNC = GS · cvol
network (6)

In this study, we have explicitly considered the effect of prosumer SC, which increases
the specific volumetric network costs as a consequence of a reduced network cost allocation
base. Technically speaking, the value for cvol

network in Table 2 refers to a setting of 25%
prosumer penetration ratio and market-compatible battery operation (operation mode 3).
For other combinations of prosumer shares and battery operation modes, the specific
network costs are adjusted such that the total network cost refinancing sum remains
unchanged; see [2] for further details. For the technical realization of the CNC in this
study we refer to [18], who suggest taking into consideration the top 30 highest (residual)
load peaks. As suggested in their paper, the CNC are calculated ex-post on the basis of
a historic network load time series; see Equation (7). This approach is reasonable in that
such anticipated peak situations (rather than actual peaks) guide (long-term) network
investments. The reason for using the top 30 (instead of the single) highest demand peaks
is to reduce the randomness in the application of the allocation mechanism to a certain
extent; see [18] for a detailed discussion.

CNC = RLpeak · cpeak
network + C f ixed

network (7)

Moreover, the peak capacity charges are complemented by an additional fixed charge
per customer. This is due to the fact that a network cost refinancing which is purely based
on peak-coincident capacity charges could necessitate excessively high network charges.
Fixed network charges per customer are thus added to compensate for the residuum
between total network costs and refinancing carried out through capacity charges. Variable
description and parameter setting is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of used variables and parameters for network charge modelling.

Description Unit Value Source

Variables

RLpeak
Average of (prosumer/consumer) residual
load over top 30 highest residual load peaks
at network node

[kW] Output -

C f ixed
network Fixed network charge per customer [EUR/p.c.] Output -

Parameters

cvol
network Specific volumetric network charges [EUR/MWh] 50 Assumption

cpeak
network Specific network capacity charges [EUR/kW] 100 Assumption

2.1.4. System Modelling

This study determines the total system (wholesale market) costs by using a fundamen-
tal linear optimization model of the European electricity market, the European Electricity
Market Model, E2M2; see [26] for a detailed overview. E2M2 is a combined (mid-/long-
term) investment and unit commitment model. The dual variable of the demand coverage
restriction can be interpreted as the wholesale market price. The model has hourly temporal
resolution, which is appropriate when system costs are solely of interest, as is the case
with this study; see [27]. In [2], there is a detailed description of the model structure and
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parameter settings which are used in this paper, including the cost vector cT and the deci-
sion variable vector x. The residual load as an aggregation of all prosumer and consumer
households enters the system model, as an (from a system perspective) exogenous time
series; see Equation (8).

RLtotal(t) = N · (ρ · RL(t)Pros + (1− ρ) · RL(t)Cons) (8)

For the profile aggregation at system level, indicated by the double bars in the equation
above, the study applies the same methodology, Gaussian smoothing, as detailed in
Section 2.1.2. This paper uses σ = 20 for smoothing at the wholesale market level. By
leaving all system parameters unchanged, the total system cost function is reduced to an
implicit function of the aggregated prosumer and consumer load RLtotal ; see Equation (9).

Ctotal
sys (·)→ Ctotal

sys (RLtotal) (9)

Subsequently, the annualized total system costs are minimized, as shown in
Equation (10).

min
x∈Rn

+

Ctotal
sys (RLtotal) = min

x∈Rn
+

(cTx(RLtotal) + Ctotal
NW ) = min

x∈Rn
+

cTx(RLtotal) (10)

The system model realistically depicts several constraints as characteristic features of
the electricity market. The most important of these are load coverage, system adequacy,
and the depiction of RES investment paths. A detailed discussion of these features is shown
in [2].

• Load coverage: This is the fundamental model restriction, guaranteeing that total
demand is covered by production for every model hour. Hereby, demand can be
covered either directly through power plant production (including variable RES),
or indirectly, via discharging of storages (including distributed battery storages).
Moreover, electricity transmission between regions is a third contribution to fulfill
this restriction;

• System adequacy: This restriction guarantees the security of supply within every
model hour in that the total capacity of dispatchable power plants, weighted by their
respective operational reliabilities ∈ (0, 1), matches the maximum electric load in the
model year. The operational reliabilities for variable RES are assumed to be zero in
this paper;

• Investment paths: RES investment paths are provided as model-exogenous input.
The rationale behind this restriction is that in this study we are not primarily interested
in a global optimization of the energy system including RES investment capacities,
but rather analyze different operational modes of distributed flexibilities (batteries)
under a given power plant structure.

The number of households (N = 40 million) and the annual electricity demand
(500 TWh) are loosely informed by the German market size. The power plant structure is
dominated by RES: 180 GW PV, 60 GW wind offshore, and 100 GW wind onshore, loosely
based on the 2050 values of a 95% decarbonization scenario; see [2] for further details.

2.2. Operation Mode 2

The principal analysis steps for operation mode 2 are the same as presented above
for operation mode 1. However, this time the actual battery operation mode is adjusted
to reduce the peak-coincident network utilization. At this point, the battery operation is
formulated as a linear optimization problem, with the prosumer SC as an objective function
being maximized, as shown in Equation (11).

SC = DPros −∑
n

gs(tn)→ max (11)
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For the model, the technical characteristics of the battery are represented as linear
restrictions, congruent to the formulation in Appendix A with variable definition and
parameter setting provided by Tables 1 and 3; see Algorithm 1.

Table 3. Summary of the used variables and parameters for prosumer battery storage operation (battery operation mode 2).

Description Unit Value Source

Variables

pBatt(tn) Momentary power supply from battery [kW] Output -
sBatt(tn) Momentary battery charging [kW] Output -

Parameters

dpros(tn) Momentary prosumer electricity demand [kW] Given load profile [22,23]
pPV(tn) Momentary PV production [kW] From PV profile [23]
PPV,peak Peak PV capacity [kW] 6 Assumption
ηs Battery charging efficiency [%] 100 Assumption
ηp Battery discharging efficiency [%] 100 Assumption

Algorithm 1 Battery operation mode 2.

for b ∈ range(binit; 0; step-size: ε) do
Try
Objective function
SC = DemandElec−∑n gs(tn)→ max
Restrictions
R1: Load coverage:
dPros(tn) = pPV(tn) + pBatt(tn)− sBatt(tn) + gs(tn)− f i(tn) ∀tn ∈ T
R2: Capacity constraints:
pPV(tn) = FLH · profile(tn) · PPV,peak · TimeRes−1 ∀tn ∈ T
pBatt ≤ BattPower ∀tn ∈ T
R3: Storage constraints:
sBatt(tn) ≤ BattCharging ∀tn ∈ T
BattFillLevel(tn+1) = BattFillLevel(tn) + (sBatt(tn) · ηs − pBatt(tn) · ηp) ·
TimeRes ∀tn ∈ T
0 ≤ BattFillLevel(tn) ≤ BattContent ∀tn ∈ T
R4: Peak-coincident network capacity constraint:
gs(tn) · ρ + dCons(tn) · (1− ρ) ≤ b ∀tn ∈ T
f i(tn) · ρ ≤ b ∀tn ∈ T

end for

At this point, one determines the lowest value possible for an upper boundary b
that restricts the residual load at the distribution network node while still leaving the
optimization problem solvable. This upper bound can be found using interval nesting. In
turn, the corresponding resulting prosumer residual load serves as input for the subsequent
analyses of network utilization and system costs, as described in detail for operation mode 1.
By construction, battery operation mode 2 maximizes the prosumer SC while reducing the
peak-coincident network capacity utilization as much as possible. One could thus argue
that this operation mode represents an improvement to the prosumer heuristic of operation
mode 1, which accounts for a prosumer response to a regulatory framework which is based
on peak-coincident network capacity charges.

2.3. Operation Mode 3

Next, operation mode 3 differs from the other operation modes in that this time, the
prosumer battery serves as a full flexibility option in the wholesale market, reacting to
the real-time wholesale market price signal. For operation modes 1 and 2 we determine
the aggregated residual load of the prosumer and consumer households as system model-
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exogenous time series. For operation mode 3, instead, we begin the analysis with the
minimization of total system costs, leaving the battery operation as a degree of freedom for
the system. This way, the battery operation and the corresponding prosumer residual load
are model endogenous results of the system optimization. Next, the distribution network
capacity utilization is determined in a similar way to that described in Section 2.1.2. Moving
from the wholesale market level to the distribution network level, we need to convert the
residual load profiles of prosumers and consumers into sharper versions. This is virtually
the reverse operation to the Gaussian smoothing, for which Equation (5) is applied. After
this analysis step, we can evaluate the peak-coincident network capacity utilization as well
as prosumer and consumer FCOE.

2.4. Consideration of Widespread e-Mobility

To understand the effects of widespread e-mobility, we perform the analyses as de-
scribed in Sections 2.1–2.3; however, these analyses are performed under the consideration
of additional electric load originating from widespread e-mobility. To do so, the original
electric load time series is added by an electric charging time series, as provided in [28]. As
e-mobility constitutes both a source of electricity demand and flexibility, a smart charging
control is assumed. In other words, the applied charging time series itself is an optimiza-
tion result under consideration of price incentives and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
targets. The additional annual electricity demand for e-mobility is assumed to be 2000 kWh
per household. The maximum momentary charging capacity (quarter hour average) is
assumed to be 3.7 kW per household. The parametric assumptions are based on [28]. The
assumed maximum charging capacity is based on a typical wallbox for home use; however,
higher charging capacities could well become standard in the future. We would like to
point out that we do not intend to make a forecast for future e-mobility charging needs, but
would rather like to show the general effects resulting from increasing sector integration.
Note also that the additional electric load could be representative of all kinds of additional
electricity demand resulting from increasing sector integration, i.e., electrification of heat
and mobility sectors.

3. Results
3.1. Global Perspective: System Effects

As illustrated by Figure 4, the total system costs are highest for operation mode 1
(chronological charging of battery) and lowest for operation mode 3 (market-beneficial
battery operation) (The following results section is partly taken from [1] and significantly
complemented by additional results, including a variation analysis of the prosumer pene-
tration ratio and consideration of widespread e-mobility). The relative system cost delta
is 0.8%, corresponding to ca. 400 MN EUR p.a. with a system cost base of roughly 50 BN
EUR p.a. The specific values refer to a setting of 50% prosumer penetration ratio; the
general tendencies, however, remain unaltered for all other prosumer penetration ratios.
The system cost effect is based on the fact that a flexible battery operation (as in operation
mode 3) enables an overall better RES integration than in the case of a predetermined
battery operation, as in operation mode 1. This fact leads to overall lower fuel and CO2
costs in the system. For a more detailed discussion, one may read [2].

Interestingly, battery operation mode 2 leads to nearly the same total system cost opti-
mum compared to battery operation mode 1 for all three analyzed prosumer penetration
ratios (25%, 50%, 75%). This indicates that the rationale behind battery operation mode
2 to release stress on the distribution grid is not per se congruent to a market-beneficial
battery operation. Additionally, the different battery operation modes show even stronger
differences in their CO2 emissions. The underlying cause is the same as that of the total sys-
tem cost decrease: better overall RES integration, especially for operation mode 3, leading
to a reduction of the unit commitment of dispatchable, CO2-intensive power plants (gas
turbines). In case that the overall GHG emissions are limited by a fixed Emissions Trading
System (ETS) cap, there would not be an overall CO2 emissions difference between the
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three battery operation modes. Instead, battery operation mode 3 could achieve the same
CO2 targets with less overall RES capacity installed compared to operation modes 1 and 2.
A summary of the results at the system level including all three considered prosumer
penetration ratios is provided by Table 4.

Figure 4. Annualized total system costs and CO2 emissions, normalized in % of respective values for
battery operation mode 1, by battery operation mode, for 50% prosumer penetration ratio.

Table 4. Summary of system effects.

Op. Mode 1 Op. Mode 2 Op. Mode 3
Max SC Grid-Oriented Market-Oriented

25% prosumer penetration ratio

Total system costs [MN EUR/a] 45,645 45,653 45,345
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 100.0% 99.3%

Annual CO2 emissions [million t] 5016 5015 4264
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 100.0% 85.0%

50% prosumer penetration ratio

Total system costs [MN EUR/a] 47,204 47,202 46,808
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 100.0% 99.2%

Annual CO2 emissions [million t] 3025 3013 2326
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 99.6% 76.9%

75% prosumer penetration ratio

Total system costs [MN EUR/a] 49,429 49,401 49,196
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 99.9% 99.5%

Annual CO2 emissions [million t] 2308 2290 1791
[% of op. mode 1] 100.0% 99.2% 77.6%

3.2. Local Perspective: Network Capacity Utilization

To evaluate the effects at the distribution network level, this study quantifies the
situations of maximum residual load on the distribution network node for each of the
battery operation modes 1, 2, and 3 and three different prosumer penetration ratios (25%,
50%, 75%) as indicators for the thermal stress on the network node; see Figure 5. The
figure shows the top 30 highest residual load peaks in descending order. For low (25%)
and medium (50%) prosumer share (“low”, “medium”, and “high” refer to our scenario
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framework and are by no means value statements with regards to the expected future
prosumer penetration ratios), the thermal stress situations are generally induced by load
peaks, with the exception of the market-oriented battery operation mode 3 at 50% prosumer
share. In this case, load and feed-in peaks contribute in equal parts to the network stress. For
high prosumer shares (75%), the network stress is dominated by feed-in peaks, irrespective
of the actual battery operation mode, even though for battery operation mode 3 at least
10% of the 30 highest residual load peaks is attributed to load peaks. By construction, the
network-oriented battery operation mode 2 leads to the lowest maximum residual load
peaks for all three prosumer shares. For low prosumer shares (25%), the prosumer-centric
battery operation mode 1 leads to lower residual load peaks than battery operation mode 3,
whereas for high prosumer shares (75%), battery operation mode 1 results in the overall
highest residual load peaks. Compared to a grid-oriented battery operation, for a 75%
prosumer penetration ratio, battery operation mode 1 results in a 29% higher capacity
utilization on the top 30 average (2.72 vs. 2.11 kW per household) and in a 32% higher
capacity utilization for the single highest residual load peak in the year (2.87 vs. 2.17 kW
per household). This becomes more obvious when looking at Figure 6, which shows the
annual residual load duration curves (cyan) and the corresponding momentary battery
charging (black) for a 75% prosumer penetration ratio. For battery operation mode 1,
one can clearly see that the situations of highest residual loads (which are dominated by
feed-in peaks) occur in combination with zero battery charging. These situations typically
correspond to feed-in peaks around noon, when the prosumer battery is already fully
charged according to the chronological charging heuristic, and prosumer load is low. In
contrast, for the network-oriented battery operation mode 2, there is a more balanced
battery charging throughout the day, which helps compensate for the highest feed-in peaks,
at least to some extent. A summary of results is provided by Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of grid-level effects.

Op. Mode 1 Op. Mode 2 Op. Mode 3
Max SC Grid-Oriented Market-Oriented

25% prosumer penetration ratio

Maximum peak coincident residual load [kW] 1.64 1.56 2.05
Average of top 30 residual load peaks [kW] 1.52 1.46 1.85
. . . thereof grid load share [%] 0% 0% 0%
. . . thereof feed-in share [%] 100% 100% 100%

50% prosumer penetration ratio

Maximum peak coincident residual load [kW] 1.87 1.71 2.13
Average of top-30 residual load peaks [kW] 1.73 1.57 1.95
. . . thereof grid load share [%] 97% 100% 50%
. . . thereof feed-in share [%] 3% 0% 50%

75% prosumer penetration ratio

Maximum peak coincident residual load [kW] 2.87 2.17 2.28
Average of top-30 residual load peaks [kW] 2.72 2.11 2.15
. . . thereof grid load share [%] 100% 100% 90%
. . . thereof feed-in share [%] 0% 0% 10%
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Figure 5. Residual loads at node, per household [kW] and in descending order of the absolute value of the residual load.
All figures are for a distribution network of n = 49 households, i.e., σ = 7. (a) Battery mode 1 at a 25% pros. penetration;
(b) Battery mode 2 at a 25% pros. penetration; (c) Battery mode 3 at a 25% pros. penetration; (d) Battery mode 1 at a 50% pros.
penetration; (e) Battery mode 2 at a 50% pros. penetration; (f) Battery mode 3 at a 50% pros. penetration; (g) Battery mode 1
at a 75% pros. penetration; (h) Battery mode 2 at a 75% pros. penetration; (i) Battery mode 3 at a 75% pros. penetration.
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Figure 6. Annual residual load duration curves (absolute values; cyan) and battery charging (black);
by battery operation mode); for 75% prosumer penetration ratio. (a) Battery operation mode 1;
(b) Battery operation mode 2; (c) Battery operation mode 3.
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3.3. Individual Perspective: End Customer Effects

The analysis of prosumer and consumer FCOE helps identify which battery operation
mode is favorable to prosumers and consumers, respectively, distinguishing two different
network cost allocation schemes. Figure 7 depicts the normalized prosumer and consumer
FCOE (normalization base: 800 EUR p.a.) for the three battery operation modes and three
different prosumer penetration ratios (25%, 50%, 75%). On the left side of each subfigure
(a–i), the FCOE are evaluated for volumetric network charges (VNC). On the right side
of the subfigure (a–i), the FCOE are evaluated for peak capacity charges (CNC). Each
figure also shows which part of the FCOE is attributed to network charges (violet) and
which part is attributed to investment and market costs (green). The figure depicts a
couple of interesting results: first, investments in distributed PV and battery systems are
economically viable both under volumetric and peak capacity network charges, in principle,
i.e., prosumer FCOE are lower than consumer FCOE. This is generally true for all battery
operating modes with the exception of operating mode 3 in combination with peak capacity
charges at medium (50%) and high (75%) prosumer penetration ratios. Second, one can
clearly see that peak capacity charges generally tend to reduce the FCOE gap between
prosumers and consumers (and even reverse it for operation mode 3 at medium and high
prosumer penetration ratios). The essentially larger gaps between prosumer and consumer
FCOE under volumetric network charges are a direct result of the fact that volumetric
network charges enable prosumers to more strongly reduce their shares of refinancing grid
infrastructure and operation costs through high SC; see also other studies such as [7,12].
However, high SC does not per se reduce network charges for prosumers in case of peak
capacity charges, as charging is based on peak capacity utilization rather than actual energy
volume withdrawn from the public network. Third, one can see that from a prosumer
perspective, the market-beneficial battery operation (operation mode 3) is neither favorable
for volumetric nor peak capacity network charges, i.e., prosumer FCOE are highest for
battery operation mode 3, independent of the network cost allocation scheme and the
prosumer penetration ratio. This is a direct consequence of the generally significantly lower
achievable prosumer SC ratios in case of a market-oriented battery operation. In this study,
the SC ratios decrease from 51% for battery operation modes 1 and 2 to 29–35% for battery
operation mode 3. This demonstrates that further adjustments of the regulatory framework
are needed to incentivize market-beneficial battery operation. As a consistency check, one
can see that for peak capacity charges, the network-beneficial battery (operation mode 2)
is favorable to the prosumer. Elsewhere, for volumetric network charges, chronological
charging of the battery (operation mode 1) guarantees the lowest FCOE for the prosumer.
A summary of results is provided by Tables 6 and 7.

As illustrated in Figure 7, in the case of peak-coincident capacity charges, only pro-
sumers pay network charges for medium (50%) and high (75%) prosumer penetration
ratios. This is a direct consequence of the corresponding network utilization, which is
(nearly) fully induced by prosumer feed-in peaks; see Figure 5. Consecutively, the specific
CNC times the number of prosuming households excels the needed network refinancing
sum; therefore, no additional fixed charge per customer is required, which would have
been paid by prosumers and consumers. Consequently, in these cases, only prosumers pay
network charges whereas consumers are entirely disburdened.
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Table 6. Summary of end customer effects for volumetric grid charges.

VNC Op. Mode 1 Op. Mode 2 Op. Mode 3
Max SC Grid-Oriented Market-Oriented

25% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 225 225 460
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 45 45 109
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 839 839 807
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 221 221 200
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 373% 373% 175%

50% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 247 247 474
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 60 60 113
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 873 872 808
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 294 294 241
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 354% 353% 171%

75% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 281 281 526
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 90 90 135
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 993 995 850
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 439 439 303
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 353% 354% 161%

Table 7. Summary of end customer effects for peak capacity charges.

CNC Op. Mode 1 Op. Mode 2 Op. Mode 3
Max SC Grid-Oriented Market-Oriented

25% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 334 308 546
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 154 128 194
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 802 811 789
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 185 193 183
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 240% 263% 145%

50% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 553 546 674
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 366 359 314
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 579 578 643
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 0 0 77
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 105% 106% 95%

75% prosumer penetration ratio

FCOE prosumer [EUR/a] 563 481 694
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 372 290 303
FCOE consumer [EUR/a] 554 555 547
. . . thereof grid charges [EUR/a] 0 0 0
FCOE consumer/FCOE prosumer [%] 98% 116% 79%
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7. FCOEs for prosuming and consuming households [EUR/a] for different battery operation modes (1/2/3), network
cost allocation schemes (vol/peak), and prosumer penetration ratios (25%, 50%, 75%). (a) Battery mode 1 at a 25% pros.
penetration; (b) Battery mode 2 at a 25% pros. penetration; (c) Battery mode 3 at a 25% pros. penetration; (d) Battery mode 1
at a 50% pros. penetration; (e) Battery mode 2 at a 50% pros. penetration; (f) Battery mode 3 at a 50% pros. penetration;
(g) Battery mode 1 at a 75% pros. penetration; (h) Battery mode 2 at a 75% pros. penetration; (i) Battery mode 3 at a 75%
pros. penetration.

3.4. Effects of Widespread e-Mobility

In this subsection, we present the results at the system, network, and individual
household levels under consideration of widespread e-mobility. Figure 8, which shows
total system costs and CO2 emissions as a function of the battery operation mode, displays
a very similar pattern as in the case without e-mobility (Figure 4). Market-oriented battery
operation results both in the lowest total system costs and lowest overall CO2 emissions.
However, widespread e-mobility reduces the relative CO2 reduction for battery operation
mode 3, compared to a setting without e-mobility (10.5% vs. 23.1% for a 50% prosumer
penetration ratio). This is a direct consequence of an overall increased electricity demand
resulting in better RES integration options for all three battery operation modes, and conse-
quently reducing the deltas between battery operation modes 1, 2 and battery operation
mode 3.
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Figure 8. Annualized total system costs and CO2 emissions, normalized in % of respective values for
battery operation mode 1 by battery operation mode for a 50% prosumer penetration ratio under
consideration of widespread e-mobility.

In case of widespread e-mobility, the situations of maximum network capacity utiliza-
tion are load-driven, irrespective of the battery operation mode; see Figure 9. This is in
contrast to Figure 5, where the corresponding situations are induced by feed-in peaks in a
setting without e-mobility for medium and high prosumer shares. Moreover, the absolute
value of the maximum residual load peaks increases significantly under consideration of
e-mobility, from around 2 kW per household to around 3 kW per household, corresponding
to a relative increase of approximately 50%. In view of the maximum feed-in peaks in
Figure 5, which are lower than 3 kW per household for all three considered prosumer
penetration ratios, one can conclude that with widespread e-mobility, the thermal stress
will be predominantly induced by load peaks, irrespective of the actual prosumer share.
As in the setting without e-mobility, Figure 9 demonstrates that battery operation mode 2
leads to the overall lowest maximum network capacity utilization (2.79 kW vs. 3.04 kW for
battery operation mode 1 and 3.02 kW for battery operation mode 2). This corresponds
to a maximum peak load reduction of 8% compared to battery operation mode 1, which
matches the relative reduction for a setting without e-mobility (1.71 kW vs. 1.87 kW);
see Table 5. This demonstrates that a grid-oriented battery operation can, in principle,
efficiently release the distribution network both in a feed-in and a load-dominated setting.
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Figure 9. Residual loads at the node, per household [kW] and in descending order of the absolute value of the residual load.
All figures are for a distribution network of n = 49 households, i.e., σ = 7. For a 50% prosumer penetration ratio under
consideration of widespread e-mobility. (a) Battery mode 1, with e-mobility; (b) Battery mode 2, with e-mobility; (c) Battery
mode 3, with e-mobility.
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Figure 10 further reveals the effect of widespread e-mobility at the distribution network
level by depicting the maximum residual load peak on the network node within a year for
each hour of the day; see Equation (12). Here, hi represents a selected hour h of the day.

RLmax
Node(hi) = maxt∈T, h=hi (RLNode(t)) ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , 23 (12)

For a setting without e-mobility, the situations of maximum thermal stress are induced
by feed-in peaks around noon (orange, first line of Figure 10a–c, whereas under considera-
tion of e-mobility, the situations of maximum thermal stress are induced by load peaks in
the night (blue, second line of Figure 10d–f, when the electric vehicles are charged. Feed-in
peaks still occur during noon times but play a minor role compared to the load peaks. In
this context it is questionable whether general PV peak shaving, which is part of some
of today’s regulatory frameworks, will remain a reasonable instrument for distribution
network release in the future.

Figure 11 depicts prosumer and consumer FCOE under consideration of widespread
e-mobility. In principle, this figure resembles the situation depicted in Figure 7; however,
the gaps between prosumer and consumer FCOE tend to be even larger in the case of
widespread e-mobility. This is the expected result, as with e-mobility, the annual electricity
demand per household increases and so do the electricity supply costs. This primarily
affects the consuming households, who do not have cost mitigation options through SC.
Meanwhile, prosumers can even increase their SC ratios (59% for battery operation modes 1
and 2 and 46% for battery operation mode 3). Even though one can clearly see that capacity-
based network charges mitigate the FCOE gaps even in case of widespread e-mobility, they
cannot be sufficient in order to eliminate these inequalities entirely. This, again, highlights
that further regulatory instruments would be needed in order to share the burdens between
different stakeholder groups, such as prosumers and consumers, more fairly.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 10. Maximum residual load per hour in a year, per household [kW]. All figures for a distribution network of
n = 49 households, i.e., σ = 7. For a 50% prosumer penetration ratio, second line under consideration of widespread
e-mobility. (a) Battery mode 1, without e-mobility; (b) Battery mode 2, without e-mobility; (c) Battery mode 3, without
e-mobility; (d) Battery mode 1, with e-mobility; (e) Battery mode 2, with e-mobility; (f) Battery mode 3, with e-mobility.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. FCOEs for prosuming and consuming households [EUR/a] for different battery operation modes (1/2/3),
network cost allocation schemes (vol/peak), and 50% prosumer penetration ratio under consideration of widespread
e-mobility. (a) Battery mode 1 with e-mobility; (b) Battery mode 2 with e-mobility; (c) Battery mode 3 with e-mobility.

4. Discussion

Overall, this manuscript evaluates the impact of prosumer behavior at the individual
level (electricity bill), local level (distribution network stress), and the system level (total
system costs) (The following discussion section is taken from [1] and slightly adapted and
complemented). Volumetric network charges tend to favor battery operation modes that are
neither grid- nor market-oriented. Such battery operation modes can result in significantly
higher thermal stress on the distribution network nodes. Moreover, these modes can cause
overall higher system costs and CO2 emissions due to an overall reduced RES integration
capacity. Moreover, volumetric network charges can amplify the gap between prosumer
and consumer household electricity bills. These inequalities could be mitigated by capacity-
based network charges, which could help redistribute the burdens that originate form
refinancing network operation and infrastructure costs between prosumers and consumers.
Moreover, peak capacity charges could constitute an incentive for different battery opera-
tion modes. Besides reducing potentially significant inequalities between prosumer and
consumer electricity bills, such grid-oriented battery operation modes could release the
distribution network for settings of predominantly negative residual load peaks as well as
for settings of predominantly positive residual load peaks. However, grid-oriented battery
operation modes do not, per se, result in corresponding positive market effects. On the
contrary, this paper suggests that there are conflicting objectives between network-oriented
and market-oriented battery operation. In this study, market-oriented battery operation
displays optimal RES integration, resulting in the lowest system costs and CO2 emissions.
Explicit consideration of widespread e-mobility results in the same basic picture, which at
the same time is an important indication of the stability of the results in view of parametric
uncertainties (profile effects). Individual inequality effects, in particular, could be even
increased by e-mobility as the advantage of prosumer SC is leveraged through increasing
electrification of further end uses. We would like to emphasize that the analysis is in parts
highly stylized and exhibits several limitations that require further research. Most promi-
nently, a more detailed disaggregation of household groups and corresponding profiles, as
well as explicit load flow calculations, could be performed in further research.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CNC (Peak-coincident) network capacity charges
ETS Emissions Trading System
FCOE Full costs of electricity
GHG Greenhouse gas
LCOE Levelized cost of electricity
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable energy sources
SC Self-consumption
VNC Volumetric network charges

Appendix A

Algorithm A1. Battery operation mode 1.

for i ∈ range(0; 35,040) do
if ResLoad ≥ 0 then

FeedIn = 0
if ResLoad ≤ Batt Power then

if BattFillLevel − ResLoad × TimeRes ≥ 0 then
GridSupply = 0
BattFillLevel = BattFillLevel − ResLoad × TimeRes

else
GridSupply = (ResLoad × TimeRes − BattFillLevel)/TimeRes
BattFillLevel = 0

end if
else

if BattFillLevel − BattPower × TimeRes ≥ 0 then
GridSupply = ResLoad − BattPower
BattFillLevel = BattFillLevel − BattPower × TimeRes

else
GridSuppy = (ResLoad × TimeRes − FillLevelBatt)/TimeRes)
BattFillLevel = 0

end if
end if

else
GridSupply = 0
if ResLoad ≤ BattCharging then

if BattFillLevel − ResLoad × TimeRes ≤ BattContent then
FeedIn = 0
BattFillLevel = BattFillLevel − ResLoad × TimeRes

else
FeedIn = (BattFillLevel − ResLoad × TimeRes − BattContent)/TimeRes
BattFillLevel = BattContent

end if
else

if BattFillLevel + BattCharging × TimeRes ≤ BattContent then
FeedIn = ResLoad − BattCharging
BattFillLevel = BattFillLevel + BattCharging × TimeRes

else
FeedIn = (FillLevelBatt − ResLoad × TimeRes − BattContent)/TimeRes
BattFillLevel = BattContent

end if
end if

end if
end for
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Appendix B

We demonstrate that our approach is in (asymptotical) accordance with the theoretical
functional n-dependency. The core idea is to generate n profiles from a sharp input profile
psharp(t) by means of shifting the residual load profile values at every time step to the left
and right (in temporal dimension), with shift probabilities weighted by a Gaussian normal
distribution; see Equation (4). Mathematically, this means convolving the original, sharp
profile with a Gaussian function.

Now we transfer this formulation to the discrete case and switch from the continuous
time parameter t to discrete time steps m, applying σ =

√
n. For given σ and m0, we shift

from m0 − 6σ until m0 + 6σ. Moreover, we apply the series expansion of the exponential
function, leading to Equation (A1).

pn
smooth(m0) =

6σ

∑
m=−6σ

psharp(m + m0) ·
1√

2πσ2
· e−

m2

2σ2

=
1√
2πn

6
√

n

∑
m=−6

√
n

psharp(m + m0) ·
(

1− m2

2n
+O

(
1
n2

))

=
1√
n
·
(

c1(m0) + c2(m0)
1
n
+O

(
1
n2

))
(A1)

Finally, assume that m0 represents the x-coordinate of the extremum of the smoothed
sum profile. Note, however, that m0 actually is a function of n. For the applied pro-
files in this study, however, we can check that m0 indeed remains relatively constant for
n >> 1. Hence

g(n) ∼ pn
smooth(m0) ∼

1√
n

(A2)

Note that for the trivial calse n = 1 the simultaneity factor is 1 (as it should be).
For any larger n, the simultaneity factor decreases with 1√

n towards its limit g∞; see
Equation (A3).

lim
n→∞

g(n) = g∞ (A3)
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